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MRO supply chains, has launched the game-

SUNRISE, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, September 22, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Next Level

Aviation™ Launches USM Partnership Program

Next Level Aviation™ (NLA), a trusted link in aerospace OEM, airline, aircraft leasing company and

MRO supply chains, has launched the game-changing used serviceable material (USM)

partnership program, Next Level USM™. 

In the post-COVID commercial aviation operating environment, OEMs, airlines, leasing

companies, and MROs are seeking significant maintenance and spare parts cost savings

wherever possible, while also looking to maximize the value of surplus spare parts inventories to

provide additional working capital as needed.

The Next Level USM™ partnership program was designed and engineered by Next Level

Aviation™ to be streamlined, cost-saving and revenue generating.  Next Level will act as a single

used serviceable material (USM) point of contact and will deliver significant value to its partners

on both the buy side, through their spare parts requirements, and on the sell side, when the

partner is looking to increase liquidity through the sale of surplus or under-utilized spare parts

inventories. 

Highlights of the Next Level USM™ partnership program include:

•	Access to Next Level Aviation’s market leading USM valuation expertise

•	NLA’s unmatched in-house repair management expertise

•	Flexible transaction types – consignments, outright sales/purchases, exchanges,

component/asset leasing.

•	Program offered on USM parts & inventories for all Boeing and Airbus commercial aircraft

platforms, as well as their associated jet engines

•	Quick buy/sell decisions by Next Level AviationTM

•	Potential volume-based purchasing rebates

•	Nose to tail USM support

Chairman & CEO Jack Gordon stated, “We are indeed taking the USM business to the Next Level

http://www.einpresswire.com


with our new Next Level USM™ partnership program.  Through this innovative & comprehensive

new USM solution, Next Level AviationTM is seeking to partner with OEMs, airlines, leasing

companies and MROs around the world to help them emerge from the COVID pandemic as

strong as possible, from both a financial and operational perspective, and ready to resume

growth.”

Next Level Aviation™ EVP-Sales & Procurement Mike Dreyer stated, “The Next Level USM™

program will leverage NLA’s years of experience expertly sourcing, negotiating, purchasing,

selling and delivering cost-effective used serviceable material to customers around the world.

We are proud to roll this exciting new program out to our trading partners globally and look

forward to strengthening our relationship with them through this comprehensive USM

solution.”

Next Level EVP-Supply Chain Matt Dreyer added, “With airlines and leasing companies around

the world expected to generate increased amounts of USM and used assets over the coming

years, this is the ideal time for NLA to offer this partnership program to our global customer

base and continue to reinforce Next Level Aviation’s reputation as an efficient and trusted link in

our OEM, airline, leasing company and MRO partners’ supply chains.”

About Next Level Aviation™

Next Level Aviation™ is an ASA-100 accredited and FAA Advisory Circular 00-56B compliant

supplier stocking commercial aircraft/jet engine used serviceable material (USM) for all Boeing

and Airbus aircraft platforms and associated jet engines. Next Level specifically focuses on

stocking spare parts for the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 families of aircraft and their associated

jet engines, which currently make up about 70% of the global commercial fleet. Founded in

March 2013 by Jack Gordon, Mike Dreyer, and Matt Dreyer, Next Level AviationTM has grown into

a top global supplier of commercial aircraft/jet engine used serviceable material.

www.nextlevelaviation.net.

For more information on how the Next Level USM™ partnership program can help your airline,

leasing company, OEM or MRO aftermarket supply chain run more efficiently please contact Jack

Gordon (jack@nextlevelaviation.net), Mike Dreyer (Mike@nextlevelaviation.net), Matt Dreyer

(matt@nextlevelaviation.net) or Anthony Cordle (anthony@nextlevelaviation.net) or visit

nextlevelaviation.net.
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